
I have used the Sartorius Mark 3 HP moisture analyzer for over twenty-five years and been 
representing Sartorius for over eight years.

The issue, as you know, is that dryer systems only tell you that you are exposing the plastic pellets to 
dry air.  Nothing tells you that the material is dry to the supplier’s specification or gives you a 
documented certification that the material was properly dried..  

The Sartorius Mark 3 HP “loss on drying”, four place (0.0000%) moisture analyzer is the only 
equipment that PNR represents because moisture is one of the key factors in processing issues, part 
failures, and machine down time waiting for materials to be dried to supplier time and temperature 
suggestions. 

Let me highlight the key reasons for having moisture analysis as part of your production and quality 
systems:

• Unless you have moisture analysis equipment there is no documentation that the material you 
are molding is dry.

• Most dryer systems will dry materials faster than the supplier suggested time.  With moisture 
analysis equipment you reduce your machine down time by 50% or more by establishing the 
actual time to dry each molding compound and having documentation to certify this.  Your 
quick return on an approximate $11,000.00 investment is found here.

• Many of the materials you are molding are very moisture sensitive and expensive.  Moisture 
analysis reduces rejects and scrap and gives you documentation to add to the QA file for each 
job, another ROI area.

• With moisture analysis, you certify acceptable moisture levels to the Customer from First 
Article and every production run just like process and material certs.  This is a big sales and 
marketing tool.

• The Mark 3 comes with a two year warranty and the excellent Technical Support you expect 
from Sartorius.

• Boeing and many other aerospace companies are starting to require material moisture 
certification on production orders.

The best way to demonstrate the ease of operation and accuracy of the Mark 3 HP is to send you a 
demo unit to use for 30 days. If you provide a list of your most commonly run materials, we will pre-
program the Mark 3 HP with these materials from our database.  Once you receive the demo Mark 3 
HP we will arrange for a call to walk through the set up and testing process.

I look forward to talking with you further and answering any questions you have.  

Thank you for your time!

George Yule


